Blockchain Research Intern

Worldmoney Blockchain Management Co., Limited ("Worldmoney") aims to develop and nurture the blockchain ecosystem, providing the blockchain community with the resources it needs to grow and prosper.

Blockchain.News is a global leading English blockchain media which aims to provide the most up to date coverage on blockchain, cryptocurrencies and financial technology. We have one of the most comprehensive portfolios in blockchain and cryptocurrency interviews, and we are official media partners with renowned blockchain and cryptocurrency conferences worldwide.

Blockchain.News is backed by listed conglomerates.

Responsibilities

- Understand the state of the art of Blockchain infrastructure development
- Research on Cryptographical / Network Aspects of Blockchain system

If you are interested in this role, please send your resume to Ms. Winnie Lam (Email address: admin@blockchain.news) for further information.

Please visit our website at https://blockchain.news/ or http://bitcoin.news/

Information supplied will be treated in strict confidence and used in accordance with the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance. Applicants not invited for interview within 6 weeks may consider their applications unsuccessful.